Tracie Giles London
Permanent Makeup, Microblading and Advanced Aesthetics Treatments
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Tracie Giles London

The Tracie Giles
London Team
With over 25 years’ professional aesthetic experience,

As a Global Centre of Excellence for Permanent

At Tracie Giles London we have three Artist Levels

Celebrity Permanent Makeup Artist and Level 7 Aesthetics

Makeup and world-leaders in Advanced Aesthetics,

available which dictate our treatment prices - Elite,

Practitioner Tracie Giles heads up a small, select team

the Tracie Giles London Team work to a proven

Elite Plus & Director, then Tracie Giles herself whose

standard of distinction and are trained extensively

prices are available on request. Each of our Artists

in the ‘Tracie Giles Method’ using her exclusive

specialise in different treatments and will offer

treatments, techniques, and tools.

treatments at different levels.

All of our Artists have either been trained by Tracie

Their individual treatment prices are reflective of their

herself or have joined the clinic with extensive

specific expertise in this area, but all Artists in the team

experience from all over the world. When booking

must already work to a set standard of excellence before

a treatment at Tracie Giles London you can be assured

being chosen to work at Tracie Giles Knightsbridge and

that you will receive superb standards and results with

are undoubtedly some of the best Permanent Makeup

every member of our team.

Artists worldwide.

of internationally acclaimed world-class technicians to
deliver to you the absolute best that the industry has to
offer from the heart of London’s exclusive Knightsbridge.

Celebrity Endorsement

Artist Levels
MY LIFE’S WORK HAS BEEN TO STUDY

• Tracie Giles

THE FACE AND TO CREATE SYMMETRY

• Director

AND BEAUTY. MY PASSION IS TO

• Elite Plus

TRANSFORM EACH INDIVIDUAL INTO

• Elite

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL, POWERFUL
VERSION OF THEMSELVES.
TRACIE GILES

As Seen In
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Never Underestimate
the Power of the Brow

Brows

Permanent
Makeup
Treatments

Tracie Giles London offers the most comprehensive choice of
Permanent Makeup eyebrow techniques available and the results
that are achievable are utterly ﬂawless and can totally transform
your look, whether you already have natural brow hair or
absolutely none at all.

Permanent Makeup is a cosmetic tattooing

The original 3D Hairstroke Brows,
exclusively developed and
performed by the Tracie Giles
London team, are the perfect
choice for clients wanting a super
natural result. This treatment
draws individual hairs into the skin
that mimic real eyebrow hairs,
weaving simulated hairstrokes
amongst your natural hairs in
a bespoke pigment blend to lift,
define and WOW your brows.

Powder & Ombré Brows
If you are looking for something
a little more striking or usually fill
your brows in with conventional
makeup, Powder or Ombré Brows
are a great choice. Our Artists
use a specialised shading
technique to create a mist of
colour across the full brow.
For Powder Brows we use one
consistent colour through the
whole brow, for Ombré Brows
we create a gradient effect.

technique that is used to enhance, correct,
and perfect your features.

Hyper-Realism Brows

3D Hairstroke Brows

Only available at a handful of
clinics worldwide, Hyper-Realism
Brows are created using a highly
specialised, advanced tattooing
technique to create super realistic,
natural-looking brows. Rather than

Tiny dots of pure, hypo-allergenic

With an expert hand and the very

pigment are inserted into the skin

best products we can achieve

using a digital tattooing device (or

truly outstanding, long-lasting

a small handheld blade known as a

make up effects to suit each of our

Microblade for Microbladed Brows)

clients’ individual needs – all in an

to create a range of different brow,

environment of elegance and luxury.

eyeliner or lip blush effects.
Permanent Makeup can also be
used for medical camouflage and
correction effects including areola
reconstruction.
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tattooing individual hairstrokes into

Microbladed Brows

Combo Brows

the skin (like with our signature 3D
Hairstroke Brows), our Artists tattoo

The Microblading technique
was first discovered thousands
of years ago, with Artists using
a super fine microblade to etch
lines into the skin that flow in the
same direction as your own hairs.
This is the ideal brow look if you
want an extra natural and soft
effect with the pigment being
placed into a higher layer of
the skin.

Often our clients suit a
combination of different brow
techniques. For the Combo
Brow we create something totally
bespoke, combining beautiful,
natural hairstrokes with some
shading effects. We can discuss
with you what you want to
achieve and use our expertise
to determine which will be the
best technique for you.

wispy, overlapping hairstokes in a
unique pattern to mimic the natural
movement and direction of real
eyebrow hairs, creating a hyperrealistic 3D effect. Less polished than
some of our other brow options,
this is the perfect choice for those
wanting the fuller, fluffier brows that
are on-trend right now.
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Tracie has personally developed her unique Gloss
& Go™ Lip Blushing treatment which uses our
trademarked technique to infuse the lips with a
full blush of beautiful colour, correcting the shape
and adding fullness, volume and definition.

Our Lip Blush treatment is about
making your lips even, creating the

Enhance & Define
Your Eyes

illusion of volume and ensuring that
the colour stays put in any situation so

Gloss & Go™ Lip Blush

Eyeliner

The Secret on
Everyone’s Lips

that all you need to do is add a dab of
lip gloss and you’re ready to go!

An expertly applied Eyeliner Tattoo is the perfect solution to thicker,

Exclusively available at Tracie

darker lashes and more defined eyes, giving you a professional make

Giles London, the Gloss & Go™ Lip

up result that stays put and doesn’t need to be removed every night

Blush treatment is the perfect way
to restore the shape and fullness

or carefully ‘matched up’ every morning. Our permanent eyeliner

lost with age and transform thin

treatments can be applied to the top, bottom or both eyelids,

or uneven lips.

and with a range of eyeliner styles available – from the super
subtle Lash Enhancing Eyeliner to a dramatic smokey Whipshaded

The Diamond Package

Eyeliner - you can customise your look to suit your style.

For the ultimate Permanent Makeup
experience, the Diamond Package is
your answer to totally enhancing your
natural beauty.
THE GLOSS & GO LIPS ARE THE BEST THING
I HAVE EVER DONE! IT MAKES THEM LOOK

Lash Enhancing Eyeliner

Permanent Eyeliner

Liquid-Look-Liner

Whipshaded Eyeliner

SO MUCH FULLER AND THEY HAVE LASTED
SO LONG. BEST TREATMENT EVER, I CAN’T
WAIT TO COME BACK IN!

The Lash Enhancing Eyeliner is
our most subtle eyeliner, helping
to create fuller and thicker-looking
lashes and enhance your eyes.
This is a thin, delicate eyeliner
dotted along the lash line to create
beautiful, naturally defined eyes.
A great choice if you don’t usually
wear conventional eye makeup.
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This is the perfect choice for
those wanting something a little
more defined than the Lash
Enhancing Eyeliner, but still want
super subtle results. A standard
Permanent Eyeliner is a thin
eyeliner and unlike the Lash
Enhancing Eyeliner can have a
small flick on the upper eyelid.

The classic Liquid-Look-Liner
creates a defined and thicker
eyeliner. This eyeliner resembles
the look achieved with a
conventional liquid eyeliner
but removes the hassle of trying to
balance your eyeliner flicks. Wake
up with beautiful, symmetrical
eyeliner every single day.

As subtle or dramatic as you
like, Whipshaded Eyeliner is
the ultimate choice for wide
awake, smokey eyes that remain
perfectly even all day, every day.
Whipshading is a very advanced
technique and only available at
a handful of clinics worldwide
(including Tracie Giles London!)

VOGUE WILLIAMS,
MODEL & MEDIA PERSONALITY

Our expert team of Artists will work
with you to redesign your brows,
define your eyes and perfect your
pout, with a brow treatment, eyeliner
treatment and Gloss & Go™ Lip Blush
treatment – all completely bespoke
and uniquely you!
By booking these three treatments
together you will benefit from a
10% discount.
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Remove, Repair and Replace Bad Brows
being largely unregulated, we are increasingly seeing more and more clients needing
removal or correction for work undertaken by other clinics and salons.
We are the UK’s only clinic to offer a multi-disciplinary
Permanent Makeup lightening and removal service
either by our specialist British-built laser or liquid ‘fadeup’ solution depending on skin type, colour of pigment
and depth of placement. Once the unwanted pigment
is removed, we are able to give our clients brand new

Whilst Permanent Makeup is most

brows by our world champion Artists on a blank canvas.
Sometimes it’s simply not possible to remove the

often known as a method of enhancing

pigment totally but by choosing Tracie Giles London

brows, eyeliners and lips, the same

you can be assured that you are giving yourself the

techniques can be used for medical
& correctional tattooing, namely
to alleviate the hair-loss effect of
chemotherapy and alopecia, restore
the areola following breast surgery,
to camouflage scars, including cleft
lip scarring, or to treat vitiligo.

Special Offer
A 10% discount
is offered on

very best chance of success.

This Service Is For You If...
• You have old PMU, stained and
saturated brows
• You have botched brows from elsewhere
• You have brow regrets

Love Island’s Sharon Gaffka’s brows
after just one removal session!

Permanent Makeup Removal

Medical & Correctional Tattooing

With Permanent Makeup now so widely available in the UK and with the industry

THE PROCESS
1. A bespoke detailed consultation to make
a brow removal plan whether it is total

• Your brows are the wrong colour or an
undesirable colour (such as red/blue/grey)

removal or removal and replacing

• You simply want to change the shape of
your existing PMU since preferences and
trends change and facial ageing means
that adaptations need to be made

2. A course of removal that can be paid

– including a patch test

for separately or booked as a course
3. 20% off new brows in the Tracie Giles
London clinic

all medical &
correctional
tattooing for

Alopecia

Chemotherapy
Related Hair-Loss

Alopecia is a devastating autoimmune disorder affecting many
men and women throughout
the world resulting in hair loss
on part or all of their bodies.
We are able to use our brow
and eyeliner treatments to
alleviate the effects of hair-loss,
cheating the appearance of
natural eyebrows and lash lines to
boost confidence. Tracie Giles is
registered with Alopecia UK.

Pre-chemotherapy we can capture
the appearance of the patient’s
natural brows and lashes in order
to recreate them if necessary,
giving patients back some control
at a difficult and distressing time
in their lives, and helping them
to feel more positive about
the traumatic experience of
chemotherapy. These treatments
can be performed before, during
and after chemotherapy.

those suffering
from Alopecia,
undergoing
chemotherapy or
recovering from
breast cancer.
A doctor’s letter
of permission
will be required.
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IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT BROWS...

3D Areola
Reconstruction
Permanent Makeup can be the
final step back to normality after
most kinds of breast surgery
(reconstruction, augmentation
or post-breast cancer), by using
cosmetic tattooing to restore the
areola and camouflage scarring.
An areola and/or nipple can be
tattooed in a colour to closely
match the patient’s own, creating
3-Dimensional, realistic and
natural looking results.

THERE IS NOT A ‘ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL’
APPROACH TO THE LIGHTENING,
CORRECTION OR REMOVAL OF
UNWANTED PIGMENT AND WE WILL

We also remove, repair and replace bad
eyeliners, lip tattooing and body tattoos based
on consultation using our multidisciplinary
approach and what is best for you.

UTILISE WHATEVER MODALITY OR
METHOD IS JUDGED TO WORK THE
BEST FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL CASE.
TRACIE GILES
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Anti-Wrinkle Injections

Aesthetic
Treatments

Erase & Blur Facial
Lines and Wrinkles
Anti-Wrinkle Injections help to relax facial
muscles and reduce the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles, for a fresh, natural, more
youthful appearance!
Anti-Wrinkle injections with Botulinum Toxin have
been used in cosmetic medicine for several decades.
They are proven to be very safe and incredibly effective.
This non-surgical treatment can alter your appearance
with little to no downtime after just one session.
Anti-Wrinkle Injections can also be used to treat
hyperhidrosis, to slim the jawline, or to lift the brow
and neck areas.

Tracie’s passion for aesthetics has enabled her to
work with countless celebrities and media gurus,
becoming one of the most famous Permanent Makeup
and Microblading Artists in the world today.
Nefertiti Neck Lift

WHEN PERFORMED BY AN

With an in-depth knowledge of cosmetic enhancements

EXPERT PRACTITIONER,

and an ever-growing interest in wider aesthetic

THE POWER OF AESTHETIC

treatments, Tracie is pending a Level 7 Post-Graduate in

TREATMENTS - BOTH ON THEIR

Aesthetic Practice - the highest speciality qualification as

OWN, OR IN COMBINATION

recognised by Ofqual – and now offers a wide range of

WITH OTHER AESTHETIC
OR PERMANENT MAKEUP
TREATMENTS - TO TOTALLY

Book a client-focused consultation with Tracie to explore
what Aesthetic Treatments will work for you. Find out how

TRANSFORM YOUR LOOK IS

to manage skin ageing, contour the face, transform your

TRULY INCREDIBLE.

appearance, and discover our selection of the most up to

TRACIE GILES
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Aesthetic treatments at her Knightsbridge clinic.

date and clinically proven ‘visible difference’ treatments.

DEFY GRAVITY FOR
A TIGHTER NECK &
JAWLINE
Named after the much-admired,
neck and jawline of Queen
Nefertiti, the Nefertiti Neck Lift
is a non-surgical procedure that
redefines and contours the jaw
and neck for a more youthful
appearance. Anti-Wrinkle Injections
are administered along the lower
jawline as well as down the side
of the neck along the platysma
muscle to improve definition,
rebalance underlying muscles
and lift the jaw and neck area.

Brow Lift
TRANSFORM YOUR
APPEARANCE
As we age our skin loses elasticity
and this can cause the forehead
and brows to sag, making the
face look older and more tired.
A Brow Lift tightens and refreshes
the skin on the forehead, raising
the eyebrows, opening the eye
area and making the face look
younger. Not only a powerful
anti-ageing treatment, this
treatment also can be used to
correct any asymmetry or for
those just wanting to improve
the appearance of their brows.

Jawline Slimming

Excess Sweat
Injections

FOR A NARROWER,
MORE DELICATE
JAWLINE

PREVENT
SWEATING & EASE
DISCOMFORT

Jawline Slimming is a simple
yet effective procedure that works
by using Anti-Wrinkle Injections
to relax enlarged masseter
muscles caused by excessive
teeth grinding or clenching.
This creates a softer, narrower
jawline which in turn results in
more prominent cheek bones
and chin. This can feminise
the face as a stronger more
developed jawline is more typical
for a masculine appearance.

Excess-Sweat Injections are
an effective, non-invasive,
non-surgical way of treating
hyperhidrosis (excessive sweating)
under the arms and easing
discomfort. Using the same
technology as Anti-Wrinkle
Injections, Excess-Sweat Injections
block the messaging between
the nerves and the sweat glands
under the armpits preventing
the glands being triggered and
therefore producing less sweat.
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Dermal & Lip Fillers

Lip Fillers

Jawline Filler

Tear Trough Filler

ENHANCE YOUR
LIPS FOR THE
PERFECT POUT

ADD VOLUME &
ENHANCE YOUR
BEAUTY

CONTOUR THE
JAWLINE & FRAME
THE FACE

SAY GOODBYE TO
DARK CIRCLES &
TIRED EYES

Lip Fillers use specially formulated
hyaluronic acid injections to
enlarge the lips, boost volume,
define the contour, and restore
symmetry to the mouth – creating
the perfect pout!

As we age our cheeks start to
flatten, resulting in the loss of the
youthful contour. Cheek Fillers
involve a series of small dermal
filler injections used to increase
the volume around and above
your cheekbones, contouring
the face and creating a more
defined looking bone structure,
and by injecting volume under
the skin, it smoothes fine lines
and wrinkles.

Jawline Filler is a simple,
safe and effective treatment for
high-definition contouring of the
jawline to create a jawline that
frames the face.

One of the early signs of ageing
is a hollowing in the tear trough,
and the impact gradually
becomes more prominent.

Lip Fillers are an incredible
treatment on their own, but when
combined with our Gloss & Go™
Lip Blushing treatment the results
can be truly transformational!

Plump, Smooth & Lift
for a Younger, More
Contoured Look

Cheek Fillers

Using a series of dermal filler
injections administered into the
jawline we can sculpt and reshape
the jaw, creating balance and
symmetry by lifting the jowls and
adding definition to the jawline.

Tear Trough Fillers work by using
Dermal Fillers to replace lost
volume under the eye in the
tear trough, instantly lifting and
revitalising this area, softening the
tear trough and restoring a more
youthful appearance.

Dermal & Lip Fillers are one of the most popular
anti-ageing and facial contouring treatments.
A high-quality hyaluronic acid gel is injected

Treatments Include

into the top layers of the skin to restore volume,
hydrate, fill wrinkles, and lift and instantly

• Chin Filler

rejuvenate your appearance.

• Cheek Filler

The beauty of non-permanent fillers is that they can

• Jawline Filler

be added to gradually over time, so the facial structure

• Tear Trough Filler

is able to be naturally enhanced as the ageing

• Lip Filler

process occurs.

• Filler for Nose to Mouth
(Nasolabial Folds)
• Filler for Down-Turned Lip
Corners (Marionettes)
• Filler for Necklace Lines
• 8-Point Face Lift (7ml + of filler
in predefined points to totally
rejuvenate and lift the face)
•A
 nti-Ageing Hand Treatment
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Chin Fillers

CONTOUR & DEFINE
THE CHIN
Chin Fillers are a safe and
effective treatment to correct a
weak or recessive chin and adjust
the facial profile. This treatment
has increased in popularity in
recent years, mainly due to the
rise in facial contouring.
We inject high-quality hyaluronic
acid gel into the chin to balance
the face by lifting, contouring,
softening, and adding more
definition to the chin.

8-Point Facelift

Anti-Ageing
Hand Treatment

Filler Dissolving

A POWERFULLY
ANTI-AGEING NONSURGICAL FACELIFT

COMBAT THE
TELLTALE SIGNS
OF AGEING

DISSOLVE
UNWANTED DERMAL
FILLER

Also known as the ‘Liquid Face
Lift’, the 8-Point Face Lift is an
innovative, non-surgical face lift
that subtly sculpts and contours
the face and restores volume,
giving a younger, more lifted
appearance.

The face and neck are
frequently the focus of cosmetic
improvement, yet one of the most
age-telling features is our hands.

If you have had filler treatments
and are not happy with how they
look or have lumps or nodules,
the treatment can be reversed.

Hand Rejuvenation uses premium
dermal fillers to create an instant
lift, improving skin quality and
texture, and restoring a youthful
appearance to the hands by
creating volume that has been
lost due to natural ageing.

Fortunately, hyaluronic acid
can be dissolved using an
enzyme called hyaluronidase –
a prescription-only medicine
that can be injected into the area
filler has been placed, dissolving
any filler in that area.

The 8-Point Facelift can
produce a transformative result,
but without the cost, downtime
or risks involved with surgery.
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Effortlessly Dissolve
Stubborn Fat
Aqualyx is used to dissolve stubborn

Profhilo™ is an award-winning anti-ageing
treatment specifically developed for rejuvenating
and tightening loose and sagging skin, creating
a firmer and more lifted look.

®

Target Areas Include
• Stomach

pockets of fat around the face or on the body,
which remain resistant to diet or exercise.

• Hips or ‘saddle bags’

Sometimes all the exercise and dieting in the world

• Thighs – including inner
thigh area

does not seem to get rid of fat in certain areas.

• Knees

both your natural collagen and elastin to restore

• Increase skin firmness and
elasticity

firmness, renew your skin from within and recover

• Tighten and lift skin

for ‘skin remodelling’, stimulating the production of

a more youthful glow.

• Improve skin tone and texture
• Rehydrated skin

confidence and self-esteem.

• Restore radiance

Aqualyx® Fat Dissolving Injections are a great option

• ‘Bingo wings’ – upper arms

to tackle stubborn fat resistant to diet or exercise,

• Double chin

This treatment uses patented technology engineered

This Treatment Can Help To

This can be incredibly frustrating and impact your

• Buttocks

literally dissolving the fat and leaving the area toned
and in-balance with the rest of your face or body.

Profhilo™

Loved by TOWIE’s Gemma Collins!

Aqualyx® Fat Dissolving Injections

Award-Winning
Injectable Anti-Ageing
Treatment

NATURALLY IT’S A CHOICE, SOME OF US LIKE
TO GROW OLD GRACEFULLY AND THAT IS TO

• Smooth and rehydrate thin
and sagging skin

BE APPLAUDED BUT MANY OTHERS WANT TO
LOOK ‘TIMELESS’ AND FOR THESE PEOPLE I
CAN MAKE A REALLY POSITIVE DIFFERENCE.
TRACIE GILES
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Before

VI Peel

Non-Surgical Blepharoplasty

Tighten Unwanted,
Excess or Loose Skin
and Wrinkles
The Non-Surgical Blepharoplasty, also known as
a Plasma treatment, is a safe, simple, non-invasive
treatment designed to tighten unwanted, excess
or loose skin.

+1 Day

The Non-Surgical Blepharoplasty or Plasma treatment
harnesses thermal energy, rather than a laser, to resurface
the skin, safely and instantly tightening the skin and

Get the VI Peel
Treatment

stimulating collagen production. In turn this produces
the effects of lifting, reduction of wrinkles, rejuvenation
and tightening of the skin, improving elasticity and
anti-ageing.

+3 Days

This is an exciting alternative to the highly invasive

and is already extremely popular thanks to its

Surgical Blepharoplasty, which comes with many

high-impact, minimal downtime approach.

complications and can involve long periods spent
in recovery, and will mean less down time and less

The VI Peel is a synergistic blend of powerful acids,

cost, with results lasting up to 5 years.

retinol, vitamins and minerals that goes beyond
a general resurfacing peel to treat specific conditions.

At Tracie Giles London we use only the safest, tried
& tested methods for our Non-Surgical Blepharoplasty
treatment - PlasmaLinear or JETT Plasma.

The VI Peel is the latest in chemical skin peels

+5 Days

This treatment works on a cellular level, encouraging
the body to build up collagen, removing damaged
skin, and refining the top layer of skin to give you
a smoother, radiant, more youthful appearance.

Proven To Combat...
• Wrinkles

TRACIE AND HER TEAM ARE
AMAZING. THE MINUTE YOU ENTER
THE BUILDING YOU ARE LOOKED
AFTER BY FRONT OF HOUSE AND

It is one of the few peels available which is suitable

ALL THE TEAM ARE TRAINED TO THE

for all skin types and ethnicities.

HIGHEST LEVEL. YOU NEVER FEEL
HURRIED AND YOU WILL NEVER LEAVE

• Heavy Bags Under Your Eyes

FEELING DISAPPOINTED. THE RESULTS

• Drooping Eyelids

ARE AMAZING. I WOULDN’T GO

• Crows Feet

ANYWHERE ELSE!
CLAIRE G,
TRACIE GILES LONDON CLIENT
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Microneedling

My Face Project
Fight The Ageing Process

In a global first, My Face Project

Microneedling is a safe, minimally invasive,

combines bespoke Permanent

non-surgical treatment that works to improve
the condition of the skin from within by boosting
the skin’s own healing mechanisms. It can improve

Conditions Include
•A
 cne Scars

the skin’s overall health as well as treat various

• Brown Spots

conditions, the outcome will leave you with

• Stretch Marks

beautiful youthful skin.

• Pigmentation
• Fine Lines & Wrinkles

If you suffer from common problem skin conditions
such as acne scarring, pigmentation, stretch marks and

• Sun Damage

fine lines and wrinkles, or are just looking to refresh

• Enlarged Pores

and rejuvenate your skin – Microneedling is an amazing

• Loose Skin

treatment option for smoother, brighter, healthier,
younger-looking skin.

Makeup with non-surgical aesthetic
treatments to push the boundaries
of beauty even further.
Not only are Tracie Giles London the only clinic
offering the highest level of both Permanent Makeup
and Advanced Aesthetics, we are the only clinic to offer
this tailored treatment plan combining the two. When
properly combined, these two types of treatments work
together in synergy to enhance the results of the other.
Working with you, our expert team will create a
completely bespoke treatment plan blending Aesthetic
and Permanent Makeup treatments to achieve truly
unbelievable results.
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A Career in Cosmetic
Tattooing
Beginner | Intermediate | Advanced
There has never been a better time to be a Permanent Makeup
artist and enter this fast-paced and fulfilling industry. Demand
is soaring, salons are recruiting, and skilful technicians have the

Powerful Anti-Ageing and
Post-Treatment Recovery Serum

potential to earn very lucrative salaries and become their own boss.

Blended with a unique combination of 5 high performance active

the very best equipment to give you the

ingredients, Crème Rescue Serum is a supercharged skincare
product designed to transform your skin!

Acne & Acne Scarring

Crème Rescue is a dual-action serum, for use
as part of your everyday skincare routine,
protecting against environmental and pollution
damage, ageing, and on any irritated or
compromised skin; and after any cosmetic
aesthetic treatment (permanent makeup, laser,
injectables, peels, etc.) to speed up healing
and enhance the results of your treatment.

Post-Operative Scarring

will learn from the best in the industry, using
experience, knowledge and skills that will set

Earn in excess of £100,000 per
year with a 4-day weekend!

you apart from your competitors.
We have a totally new training offering

as a powerful anti-ageing serum when used

Rosacea &

When you train with Tracie Giles London you

for 2022, with new courses, new products
and a totally unique Professional Progression
Programme – all in a brand new training
environment!

WHEN I WAS DOING MY RESEARCH I

Find out more at www.traciegiles.co.uk/training

LOOKED AT PICTURES OF WORK FROM

or email training@traciegiles.co.uk

CHEAPER COURSES, WHICH DIDN’T
APPEAR TO BE INDUSTRY ACCREDITED
AND THE DIFFERENCE IN STANDARDS
WAS REALLY APPARENT, YOU JUST

Crème Rescue Serum is also proven to target

COULD NOT COMPARE THEM TO TRACIE

problem skin conditions like acne & acne

GILES LONDON AND THEIR GRADUATE

scarring, rosacea, psoriasis and eczema.

PORTFOLIOS. YOU ALSO GET THE BEST
PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT TO WORK

One of the most innovative skincare products
currently available, Crème Rescue is a musthave addition to any skincare routine.

WITH, WHICH IS VITAL WHEN FIRST
STARTING OUT.
KATIE M,
GRADUATE & ARTIST
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Tracie Giles London
24 Beauchamp Place, Knightsbridge, SW3 1NH
Tel: 0207 584 1005
www.traciegiles.co.uk

